INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of power electronics technologies, more and more Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices have been widely applied in modem power systems for enhancing the controllability and power transfer capability of the AC system, and as a result, they play an important role in the power system operation and control. The static VAR compensator (SVC) is one of the most common FACTS devices used to improve the power system performance in steady-state and dynamic stability, voltage profile, and reactive power flow. For the stability assessment of large-scale power systems, it is necessary to model those FACTS device accurately and efficiently.
Because of the switching behaviour of thyristor controlled reactor (TCR), accurate modelling of SVC is non-trivial. The quasi-static approximation model commonly used in electro-mechanical transients (transient stability) simulation is not adequate enough to catch the dynamic behaviour of the switching. Even though in electro-magnetic transients simulation, the full device level time-domain model can provide detailed response of the devices, the computation burden of such model is very demanding and hence is impractical for daily usage in large-scale power system simulations.
Dynamic phasor models are developed from time-domain descriptions using the generalized averaging procedure [1] [2] [3] . Dynamic phasors can establish nonlinear time-invariant and large-signal model of FACTS devices such as TCSC [4] , STATCOM [5] and UPFC [6] . The model of SVC in [7] only takes the fundamental phasor into consideration for sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) study.
In this paper, a dynamic phasor model of SVC is proposed and evaluated. This model truncates the less important higher order frequency components and keeps only the lower order significant ones, namely the fundamental and fifth harmonic. As a result, it can accurately catch the dynamic behaviour of SVC with fast simulation speed. This dynamic phasor model can either be used in dynamic phasor (DP) simulation of modem power systems or incorporated in the traditional transient stability (TS) simulation to form a TS-DP hybrid simulation for transient stability study of large power system with accurate modelling of FACTS devices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic concept of dynamic phasor modelling approach is introduced. Section III presents the dynamic phasor SVC model. Section IV provides the evaluation results of the proposed model using a simple test power system, and Section V concludes the paper. 
BASIC CONCEPT OF DYNAMIC PHASORS
The dynamic phasor method is based on the idea of frequency decomposition, and focuses on the dynamics of the significant Fourier coefficient. There are two key and useful properties of the phasors:
For the kth Fourier coefficient, the differential with time satisfies the following formula:
The kth phasor of a product of two time-domain waveform x(r) and y(r) can be obtained by the following operation:
Also, the time domain waveform x(r) can transformed back from its dynamic phasors by following equation: The evaluation includes four phases to cover all the TCR operating regions ranged from full conduction to close shown as Table I . In total, the simulation lasts for two seconds. 
